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General Psychology
PSYC 200

Intro Part 2: Time Management

http://Socrative.com

ROOM 7515

Looking forward to
• Experiments
• Why people react certain ways under distress

– 32_ Psychobio, hormones& behavior,
• How the brain functions

– 320: Behavioral neuroscience
• Relationship between brain and emotion

– 321: Clinical neuroscience

Looking forward to
• The mind is a puzzle
• Uncovering myths of the mind
• Perception, emotion, motivation
• Mental illnesses and insane asylums
• How our mind works
• Why humans behave the way they do
• Different emotions and mental illnesses
• What psychologists really do

– 202: Success strategies
• Nature of human sleep cycles
• How to read body language and understand those who

cannot speak to us (like infants, animals or mentally ill)
Psych 344: Nonverbal behavior

Looking forward to
• Nature of human sleep cycles
• How to read body language and understand those who

cannot speak to us (like infants, animals or mentally ill)
– Psych 344: Nonverbal behavior

Noelle McKearney at DuMond Primate
Conservancy—2015 Comparative Animal
Behavior class “Facebook update” photo by Marsel van Oosten
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Looking forward to
• What psychologists really do

– 202: Success strategies

Psychology has nothing to do with…
• Plant growth
• How our bones work
• Physical training (not the mental aspect)
• How people grow up physically, physical environment

and growth
• Marine biology
• Drug efficacy
• What you can conclude from people’s art work
• Why some people are born with missing

chromosomes

Psychology has nothing to do with…
• Engineering
• Clowns
• Reading someone’s mind
• How and why people have specific skill sets (amazing

at math, not creative, etc)
• Tick. The ocean
• Mathematics and physics
• Algebra
• Processing of a computer
• Memorization
• Certain emotions

I learn best in classes when the teacher
• Gives examples & visuals that go along with each topic
• Visual aids, class is interactive
• Provides a lot of visual learning with hints about what information is best

to study for tests
• Interactive
• Interactive with students and has fun in class
• is interactive and enjoys (appears to enjoy) what they are teaching
• Shows a lot of visuals and if the class is interactive
• Shows a lot of examples and writes out notes on the board
• I’m great with a combo of seeing/hearing things multiple times to get it
• Makes the material interesting
• Interactive examples

I learn best in classes when the teacher
• Has powerpoint to take notes from
• Lectures and shows examples/experiments
• Provides students with some amount of freedom to learn the material in a

way that best fits each individual student
• Is organized and clear
• Outlines important things, is structured, does hands on activities that are

easily remembered!
• Takes time to teach and not rely on homework to teach us
• I like powerpoints. I also like tests that are what has been taught in the

classroom. Some teachers tend to throw info that to me is not needed.
Sticking with the material is always best as well as placing the powerpoints
on Moodle

I learn best in classes when the teacher
• Light-hearted, understanding, throw in humor
• Is very interactive with the class and clearly loves what he/she is teaching
• Is excited to teach and knows the subject well
• Cares about your grade and shows interest in subject
• Allows me to visit during office hours
• Will work with me one on one. I love meeting for office hours to talk about

my individual progress
• Is willing to help me if I am willing to do all that I can
• Is interested in what he or she is teaching, and is willing to help the

student succeed. When I have a professor that is obviously excited about
what he or she is teaching, it makes me more interested in the subject
also.
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Feedback for this course (“Good”)

We learned a lot and the info was very
informative and interesting

The instructor was well prepared and open
to help the students improve

Professor was very approachable and
clear while lecturing

He knows what he is doing. He's very
helpful and he makes it really hard to fail
unless you really don't care

Love this class. Decent amount of work.
Plenty of points to get good grade.

I am most likely to participate when…
• I know the answer
• I feel confident that I know the correct answer to the question provided
• I am confident in what I am saying
• I feel comfortable with the material
• I know what I am talking about
• It’s not in groups, a topic interests me
• Small groups first
• When there is discussion or group work
• I’m sitting in the front
• I feel confident in what we are discussing

I am most likely to participate when…
• I don’t feel pressure to answer
• I am directly called on. I admittedly am not very outgoing when it comes

to in class discussion
• I am called on
• There is a more informal atmosphere and openminded discussion
• The class feels open for discussion/ I know my classmates
• The topic is interesting. And when the class is not centered around

lectures.
• We have hands on or interactive lessons as opposed to lectures
• I want to be in the classroom and are really interested in the material that

is being taught to me. When I actually enjoy coming to class
• i am interested or familiar with the topic and when i feel comfortable with

my classmates.
• Interested in the subject

I find it hard to learn …
• The teacher is monotone. only lectures. Long periods without

breaks
• The professor is boring or if it doesn't interest me
• it's boring and feels really long. Or of the students and/or

teacher doesn't really care to be there
• The class is boring and not interesting.
• the subject matter is not interesting to me
• I have very little interest in what the course is talking about.
• The professor gives you no motive nor any interest in your

dedication to the course.
• The teacher isn’t active and sounds like they don’t want to be

there

I find it hard to learn when …
• There are no visuals
• There aren't many visuals
• It is all lecture
• The class is based on lecture
• It is test after test and lecture after lecture with nothing changing
• It is all lecture and few assignments in between
• The schedule is both demanding and unflexible. I can deal with a lot of

work, but I perform best when I can choose my own style
• There is no obvious information about which to take notes
• It's all reading and lectures. I like to interact and discuss.
• I am simply talked at for the whole period
• There aren't notes or specified important goals or topics
• I have to read only and no lectures from the teacher
• There are lots of papers and little instruction.
• The professor talks at me. I need to feel like the professor wants us to talk

and be involved with the discussion.

I find it hard to learn when …
• People goof off in class or the teacher moves too fast
• Where there are distractions in the room
• Other students are disruptive, or if it's strictly lecture
• Its unclear what is expected
• There is a focus on minute facts rather than overarching concepts
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Break

Taking notes

• Good notes are not a transcript

• Good notes add structure & meaning
– Your structure
– Your meaning

• Good notes reflect active thinking, not passive

Problem 1: Failure Sucks! Failure is Feedback

• Feedback supports improvement

• Learning is only possible through feedback

Value of failure
Psychology of memory
How to be an expert
How to get better

1

“To learn to succeed,
you must first learn to fail”

- Michael Jordan

Feedback for this course (“Good”)

We learned a lot and the info was very
informative and interesting

Everything was up on Moodle since the
beginning of the semester

The instructor was well prepared and open
to help the students improve

Professor was very approachable and
clear while lecturing

He knows what he is doing. He's very
helpful and he makes it really hard to fail
unless you really don't care

Love this class. Decent amount of work.
Plenty of points to get good grade.

Related everything to us.

Feedback for this course (“Bad”)
Too much reliance on Moodle, although it
did keep everything organized. Lectures
did not help with textbook readings

Lectures and quizzes didn't always
correlate and made exams a little difficult

The majority of the course was okay but I
felt unprepared for the exams

the grading is weird

I thought the class was informative, but I
thought the course went a little fast
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50 Myth Presentation sign up

Sample Presentation

Break

General Psychology
PSYC 200

Time Management
and

Behavior Change

Time Management for Students

• Bad time management = stress

• Not just school advice, life advice

Adapted from: Randy Pausch, Time Management

Goal: Fun

http://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=MytfhzcSF-Y

Goal: Success: Big Picture
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Being successful doesn’t make you manage your
time well

Managing your time well makes you successful

Planning

• Failing to plan is planning to fail

• Plan Each Day, Each Week, Each Semester

• You can always change your plan, but only
once you have one!

TO DO Lists

• Break things down into small steps

• Like a child cleaning his/her room

• Do the ugliest thing first

Covey’s four-quadrant TODO

Important

Not
Important

Due Soon Not Due Soon

Covey’s four-quadrant TODO

1Important

Not
Important

Due Soon Not Due Soon

Covey’s four-quadrant TODO

1

4

Important

Not
Important

Due Soon Not Due Soon
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Covey’s four-quadrant TODO

1 2

3 4

Important

Not
Important

Due Soon Not Due Soon

Scheduling Yourself

You don’t find time for important things, you
make it

Multitasking is a myth –
Heavy multitaskers are worse

Take a walk

Look for feedback

• Data?  Time journals, or just a few notes

• Be reflective
– What time is best for studying? Why?

• Be organized
– Hard copy and online - dropbox
– backup

Comfort Zones
Identify why you aren’t enthusiastic

Fear of embarrassment

Fear of failure

Sometimes all you have to do is ask!

From Stanford Persuasive Tech Lab

Top Ten Mistakes in Behavior
Change
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Relying on willpower for long-term change

Solution: Imagine willpower doesn’t exist.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6EjJsPylEOY

Attempting big leaps instead of baby steps

Solution: Seek tiny successes, one after another

Ignoring how environment shapes behavior

Solution: Change your context -> change your life

Trying to Stop old behaviors instead of creating new ones

Solution: Focus on action, not avoidance

Blaming failures on lack of motivation

Solution: Make the behavior easier to do

Underestimating the power of
triggers

• No behavior happens without a trigger
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Believing that information leads to action

Solution: Count on human irrationality

Focusing on abstract goals more than concrete behaviors

Solution: Focus on specific, concrete behaviors

Abstract: Get in Shape

Concrete: Walk 15 each day this week

Seeking to change a behavior forever, not for a short time

Solution: A fixed period works better than “forever”

Assuming that behavior change is difficult

Solution: Behavior change is not so
hard when you have the right process

Partner activity

Talk about your studying techniques

and

one thing you might change using these
principles

Storytime


